MAIER DIGITAL
SETTING LEADERS FREE, SAFELY

IT’S NEVER BEEN EASY TO LEAD BUT BEING A LEADER TODAY HAS
NEVER BEEN MORE DEMANDING
Leadership can be challenging at the best of times. For those
of you with global teams, leadership from a distance will be
familiar. But, leadership in isolation is new to everyone. At
Maier we’re working closely with clients to understand what’s
working for them, what’s proving to be more of a challenge,
what good and bad days look like and how drawing on past
and current work with Maier is helping.
For now, virtual channels are the only safe way to stay
connected so we’re developing new ways of delivering the
Maier experience – still one that clients know and trust- but
now through the lens of the new world we find ourselves
living and operating in.
Welcome to Maier Digital; setting leaders free, safely

ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE AND TEAM
DEVELOPMENT HAVE NEVER BEEN
CONSIDERED ‘SOFT OPTIONS’ AT MAIER
We’re continuing to work alongside Exec teams; focusing on
dynamics (particularly under stress), identifying individual
and collective strengths and determining the most effective
ways of working remotely. Digital might be different, but it’s
definitely not second best.
We’re keeping sessions short, objectives concise and simple
and, just as we would if we were in the room with you, HOT
(honesty, openness, trust) is the touchstone.
Through carefully crafted events teams are welcoming the
chance in a safe environment to share openly, to reset and
to generate some much needed inspiration. Structuring the
informal as well as more formal exchanges, producing
tangible outcomes as well as providing a release of energies
requires a lot of expertise and creativity, which we of course
are more than happy to provide.

TOPICS WE'RE CURRENTLY COVERING
WITH TOP TEAMS INCLUDE
REVISITING STORMING
How to move quickly back into 'norming' and
'performing'

MAKING LEADERSHIP MATTER
What is it only we can do? What's our most important
contribution at this time?

LEADERSHIP STRENGTHS
What to dial up and what to dial down

UPDATING THE NARRATIVE
Communicating our new story with consistency and
authenticity

SCOPING OUT THE NEW NORMAL
Balancing the 'here and now' with planning for the
future
SEEKING OUT EQUILIBRIUM
As a team of leaders and managers in tough times
THINKING THROUGH THE TRANSITION
Remobilising after demobilising

COLLABORATION AND CARE
How do we reach out and engage with a remote
workforce?
RESHAPE AND REPURPOSE
Utilising resources to remain relevant

DIGITAL LEADERSHIP LIBRARY
Stand-alone, 90-minute sessions aimed at addressing the topics we’re
hearing matter most to leaders in these trying times.

RESILIENCE
What resilience looks
like and how to
cultivate it.

THE NEXT
NORMAL

LEADING
REMOTELY

Reimagining life on
the other side.

Staying connected
and engaged.

COACHING OFFERS A FAMILIAR
POINT OF CONTACT IN A
REMOTE AND INCREASINGLY
UNFAMILIAR WORLD
Coaching lends itself perfectly to the WFH model and
throughout lockdown we’re continuing to deliver
coaching (virtually) in all formats, 1:1s, teams, hubs etc.
The time and space coaching offers as a counter-point to
the intensity of life at present is proving invaluable.
This could be an opportunity to reflect on how you use
coaching with your teams to complement, strengthen
and support your own leadership in these testing times.
For members of your team who haven’t been considered
for coaching before, now might just be the time to offer
that support. We may not have met them yet, but that
absolutely shouldn’t stop you from reaching out to us
and creating a connection; new world, new rules.

COACHING OPTIONS
1:1 SESSIONS; putting the coachee at the heart of the coaching agenda.
Working on issues in real time, exploring strategies, options and
implications – offering a different perspective.
TEAM COACHING; getting teams to appreciate the importance of
individual and group behaviours. Understanding the dynamics that are
guaranteed to take the team forward and those that will hold them back.
COACHING HUBS; individual sessions no more than an hour long,
designed specifically for teams as a cost and time efficient way of
offering coaching support to groups. Through coaching members of the
same team, we’re also able to surface common themes and/or focus the
coaching on collective objectives, team development needs etc.
HIIC SESSIONS; developed in response to the increased screen time
High Intensity Interval Coaching is a shorter, sharper coaching product.
Just like a gym workout, these 30-minute sessions concentrate intently
on a single objective or point of focus, working on whatever’s relevant
and front of mind for coachees right now.

THE FOUNDATION FOR YOUR
RECOVERY FROM THIS EMERGENCY IS
ALREADY BEING LAID
We can’t take credit for this quote, but we love it because we think it
sums up exactly where we’re at. What we do now matters, but however
ingenious you are in connecting with your people you just can’t do it all.
What we know;
The intensity and uncertainty of the past few weeks isn’t going away
any time soon. External factors beyond our control will continue to
shape and shift strategy
How and when we begin emerging from lockdown will require
leaders to create a viable ‘new normal’ balancing safety, care and the
organisational agenda
Budgets will be revised and performance indicators reset
In helping you to lay your foundation we’ve come up with an option
that offers an anchor for you and your teams as you begin to consider a
phased return to work.

THE COMPLETE PACKAGE
Our digital product package offers timely individual and team
support over the next few months. Alongside an agreed
‘remobilisation roadmap’, individual team members will be able
to access Maier coaches and facilitators when and as they need.
Packages may include all or some of the following;
Individual coaching, coaching hubs and/or HIIC sessions
Team events focusing on current and near-term leadership
demands and opportunities
Access to a bank of virtual team sessions on topics such as
resilience, leading through crisis, managing teams remotely
Observational and/or team coaching sessions
Use of psychometrics to pinpoint relevant team and
individual strengths
Monthly summary notes or debrief calls

LET'S TALK
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT HOW MAIER
DIGITAL COULD HELP YOU.
Call us
+44 (0)1603 507236
Email us
hello@maier.co.uk
Visit our website
www.maier.co.uk
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